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This discussion guide, which can be used with large or small groups, will help students meet several of the 

Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts. These include the reading literature 

standards for key ideas and details, craft and structure, and integration of knowledge and ideas (CCSS.

ELA-Literacy.RL), as well as the speaking and listening standards for comprehension and collaboration 

and for presentation of knowledge and ideas (CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL). Questions can also be used in 

writing prompts for independent work.

Common Core  
Connections

by P E T E  H A U T M A N
OTHERWOOD

About the Book
Do ghosts live among us? Do multiple worlds exist alongside 
ours? Stuey’s grandfather thought so, and Stuey himself 
hears mysterious voices in the woods behind his house. 
One day when he’s nine and playing in the woods with his 
new friend, Elly Rose, she suddenly disappears, turning to 
mist right before his eyes. No one believes Stuey’s story. 
Elly’s parents and the police search everywhere but don’t 
find her. Stuey, though, has reasons to think that since Elly 
disappeared magically, she could magically appear again. 
Meanwhile, Elly has her own path to follow. As years pass, 
Stuey looks into dark secrets from his family history that 
take him closer to understanding what happened and may 
take him closer to reuniting with Elly.

HC: 978-0-7636-9071-7
Also available as an e-book and in audio
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Discussion Questions

 1.  After reading the novel, go back to the epigraph from Book of Secrets and discuss how it foreshadows the 
story, its themes, and its plot. Then give your thoughts about the questions asked in the quote.

 2.  The book opens, “Years later, people still talked about it” (page 3). Describe the event the sentence refers 
to and why people talked about it years later. What other events in the story could be described by this 
sentence?

 3.  How many years does the plot cover? Why do you think the author chose to have so much time pass in the 
story? Discuss how Stuey and Elly’s getting older affects the plot. How have they each changed by the end of 
the book?

 4.  Talk about Stuey’s mother and her relationship with Stuey and with Grandpa Zach. What kind of person 
is she? Why does she get involved in saving the woods from development? What happens to her in the 
alternate world in which Stuey disappears?

 5.  Describe Grandpa Zach, his history, his personality, and his relationship with Stuey. How is he vital to the 
story even though he dies early on?

 6.  When they first meet, Elly suggests to Stuey that they could be soul mates. Stuey’s mother explains that 
soul mates are like “two pieces of a puzzle that fit together perfectly” (page 48). Does that phrase describe 
the relationship between Elly and Stuey? Why?

 7.  Sometimes Stuey feels like he and Elly are opposites, with the thought that “if Elly Rose was an elf, he was 
a troll” (page 85). In what ways does he think they are opposites? Find examples in the rest of the story that 
support or contradict this idea.

 8.  Explain Grandpa Zach’s theory about multiple worlds. How and when are the different worlds created? 
When does this novel split into two worlds? Describe how it happens. When do the two worlds briefly 
intersect again? What occurs to make the split worlds join back together?

 9.  What part do trees play in the novel? Describe the deadfall and why it matters to Stuey and Elly. The title of 
Grandpa Zach’s book is Book of Secrets, but he comments that The Tree Fell would also be a good name for 
it. What does the phrase “the tree fell” refer to?

 10.  Discuss this statement of Grandpa Zach’s from early in the novel: “Hatred combined with lies and secrets 
can break the world” (page 16). What does he mean? When does hatred appear in the novel, and what 
consequences does it have?

 11.  When Grandpa Zach implies that he’s seen ghosts, Stuey’s mother says to Stuey, “Your grandfather is being 
ridiculous” (page 17). Why does Grandpa Zach think there are ghosts? When do ghosts appear in the story? 
How are they important in the plot?

 12.  Discuss this observation that Stuey’s mother shares with him: “The past doesn’t go away. It lives on in 
people’s hearts. We all pay a price for the sins of our ancestors” (page 77). In what ways are Stuey and his 
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mother paying a price? How did Stuey’s grandfather pay a price for his father’s actions? Tie the quote to Elly 
and her family as well.

 13.  What arguments do different characters make about preserving the woods or building a mall? Refer to 
specific examples in the book. What is the fate of the woods in the three worlds — the one where Elly 
disappears, the one where Stuey disappears, and the one at the end of the book?

 14.  Who is the Mushroom Man and when does he appear? Why do people become suspicious of him? Do you 
think those suspicions are fair? Why? Identify points when he makes a difference in the story and explain 
how.

 15.  What is the role of Judaism in the story in the past and in the present? Why weren’t Jews allowed to join the 
golf club? How important is being Jewish to Elly? How does it affect her life?

 16.  Talk about the part played by secrets in the story, including the chapter titled “Secrets” (page 206). Stuey’s 
mother says, “Sometimes secrets are secrets for a reason — best to let them lie” (page 205). What makes her 
say that? Do you agree with her? Why?

 17.  Why does Stuey start to lie to Dr. Missou and other adults, and what does he lie about? What happened 
when he tried to tell the truth? How does lying relate to secrets in general and to specific secrets in this 
book?

 18.  When he’s in the mall, what clues suggest to Stuey that the two worlds have reunited? Name some things 
that are different in that reunited world than in the worlds where Stuey and Elly have been. How much do 
they remember of the other worlds as the story closes? Why can’t they remember more?

 19.  Read the afterword and draw connections between it and the novel. How did the landscape the author knew 
as a child change over time? How did the landscape change in the story, starting with the grandfather? 
Talk about the impact humans have on nature. Who should make decisions about what happens to open or 
undeveloped spaces? Discuss whether wild places hold a special value for humans.

These questions were prepared by Kathleen Odean, who was a school librarian for seventeen years 
and now presents workshops on new children’s and young adult books. Kathleen chaired the 2002 
Newbery Award Committee and served on earlier Newbery and Caldecott Award Committees.


